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Evidence of GA6 Election Day Hack Continues to Mount 
 

ATLANTA GA – Evidence continues to mount indicating that something is 

seriously wrong with the unofficial 6
th
 District Special Election Runoff results that 

have Karen Handel defeating Jon Ossoff by a 52% to 48% margin. 

 

Ossoff handily won the only verifiable votes cast in the June 20 election. He 

dominated those absentee mail-in ballot totals by 64%-36% even though Handel 

sent voters absentee ballot applications on at least one of her flyers. Ossoff also 

won early voting rounds by 51%-49%, a margin that meshes exactly with all 

local Georgia polls. Having 55% of the ballots already cast, Ossoff cruised into 

Election Day on a 53-47% lead just as several polls predicted.  

 

But on Election Day, Georgia’s unverifiable electronic voting system recorded 

an inexplicable 58%- 42% victory for Handel. That was enough to reverse the 

preliminary results and give the former Secretary of State a 52-48% unofficial 

victory. No significant event occurred just before Election Day to justify such a 

dramatic shift in results. Up through Election Day Ossoff employed a massive, 

growing door to door canvassing team funded primarily by out of state resources. 

 

The dubious Election Day results trigger more anomalies that cast further doubt on 

how the results could be accurate. For example, Fulton and Dekalb county results 

show that Ossoff got a lower percentage of votes with one opponent on June 

20
th

 than he did against 17 opponents on April 18
th

. Overall, his June 20
th
 

percentage now does not even equal April 18
th
 Democrat candidate totals that 

reach about 49%.  

 

National election integrity advocates who analyzed the results unanimously 

agree they cannot be correct. Their concern about hacking of the GA6 election 

heightened recently after voting machine files were left exposed indefinitely on the 

Center for Elections’ (CES) web site at Kennesaw State University. CES prepared 

the ballots that are installed on every GA6 voting machine. 

 

Georgia’s voting system came under attack before implementation in 2002. Voters 

cannot verify the electronic record of their ballot, election officials cannot audit 

results independently for vote count accuracy, and recounts only reprint previous 

unverifiable results. Several patches have been made and the system has not been 

fully re-certified since 2008. No Secretary of State has ever specifically certified 

any Georgia voting system for accuracy according to law. [O.C.G.A. § 21-2-279.2]   

http://results.enr.clarityelections.com/GA/70059/Web02-state/#/
https://voterga.files.wordpress.com/2017/06/georgia-june-20.xlsx
https://voterga.files.wordpress.com/2017/06/bulletin-georgia-election-officials-cover-up-critical-security-breach.pdf
https://www.syfert.com/gacode/21-2-379-2.html

